WHAT DO YOU WANT TO ACHIEVE IN 2018 AND BEYOND?
TV Presenter Martin Roberts’ Achieve weekend celebrating health, wealth and
happiness comes to Bristol, this October 2018
-Martin welcomes Achieve speakers Calum Best, Eddie “The Eagle” Edwards, Helen
Lederer, Nigel Owens MBE and Gregg Wallace-

Broadcaster and advocate for youth wellbeing, Martin Roberts, is delighted to announce
details of his 2nd www.Achieve.co.uk weekend, taking place at Brunel’s Old Station (The
Passenger Shed), in Bristol on 13th and 14th October 2018. Guest speakers hosted by Martin
himself include (in alphabetical order): Calum Best; David Domoney; Eddie “The Eagle”
Edwards; Roger Frampton; Jaco van Gass; Lord-Lieutenant Mrs Peaches Golding
OBE; Helen Lederer; Nigel Owens MBE; Dilys Price OBE and Gregg Wallace, amongst
others. In addition to hearing a unique line-up of celebrity and industry expert talks, visitors
will be able to sign up to interactive workshops, as well as engage with a variety of grass
roots exhibitors and relevant brands, associations and experiences from around the UK.
Exclusive weekend packages are also available, to include a VIP Breakfast with Martin.
Dean Heitman of Totally Shredded will be opening and closing both days.
According to Martin:“I am delighted to be hosting my 2nd Achieve weekend in October 2018. The primary
purpose of Achieve is to help and inspire people of any age to have the confidence to make
small changes to their lives. In addition, Achieve is a brand with a social purpose, whereby
funds are donated to The Martin Roberts Foundation for child protection and welfare. If we
can encourage children to speak out about the good AND the bad, through empowerment
and mindfulness, they will be better equipped to create their own version of SUCCESS and
ACHIEVEMENT as they grow up.
“To achieve success in any aspect of our life is hard – it takes commitment, sacrifice,
encouragement and determination – all of which can be natural deterrents to success.
Achieve has been designed as a motivational event to inspire visitors to take action,
regardless of their age or social circumstances. Nothing happens if we sit still yet knowing
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where to start is often a stumbling block. I am committed to delivering cutting edge and
original speaker content and exhibitors so that Achieve becomes one of the key ‘go-to’
annual family events,” added Martin.
Details for Achieve 2018
Date:

13th and 14th October 2018

Location:

Bristol, UK

Venue:

Brunel’s Old Station (The Passenger Shed)

Map:

http://www.brunels-old-station.co.uk/section.php/4/1/location

Train:

Next to Bristol Temple Meads

Timings:

Registration at 09:00 each day until 18:00

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/achieve-2018-13th-14th-oct-2018-hosted-byTickets:
tv-presenter-martin-roberts-tickets-45646187977?aff=erelexpmlt#tickets
Website:

www.achieve.co.uk

Pricing:

From £25.00 for a one-day pass

Speakers:

**Calum Best
**David Domoney
**Eddie “The Eagle” Edwards
**Roger Frampton
**Jaco van Gass
**Lord-Lieutenant Mrs Peaches Golding OBE
**Mark Joseph
**Helen Lederer
**Dilys Price OBE
**Martin Roberts – HOST and Achieve Founder
**Gregg Wallace

Sponsors and partners confirmed to date for Achieve include:•

Trinity Mirror as media partner
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Legacy Education Alliance as headline sponsor for the second year running, with
Making Money From Property by Martin Roberts
Panasonic UK is also confirmed in year two
Lucozade Ribena Suntory
Bristol Airport
Thermae Bath Spa
Visit Bristol

Achieve 2018 will be CPD Accredited.

www.achieve.co.uk
Media are welcome to attend Achieve and also interview Martin and his guest speakers,
exhibitors and partners, pre-event. Please contact miranda@mirandaleslau.com for media
accreditation, competitions, reader’s offers and ticket giveaways.
-endsFor images, interviews and more information, please contact miranda@mirandaleslau.com
or call 07912 644993.

*See website and Eventbrite for Terms & Conditions of entry and ticket prices. The speaker line-up and timings
are subject to change, at the discretion of the organisers.
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